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"111 say this one more time, Elder Thompson; I'm not the one who killed Yonas! If you insist on holding me responsible for

something I've never done, then you'll have to pay the price of this!" Leon spat. He chose to tolerate Arthur's cruelty not because

he was scared of Arthur, but out of respect!

Although Arthur already attained the Advanced Almighty State and was thus far more powerful than him, Leon still had plenty of

tricks up his sleeve, which included the final Potential Energy Force!

The Potential Energy Forces were much more powerful than even Arthur himself!

If Arthur chose not to take the hint and continued attacking him, Leon would have no choice but to employ the Potential Energy

Force against him!

"You're going to make me pay? You're certainly cocky for your age, Leon Wolf! Well, I'd like to see what you have to show! Take

this!" Arthur was again infuriated by Leon's arrogance. He channeled his energy and sent a fireball charging straight toward

Leon, intending to kill this twat once and for all and avenge his grandson's death!

"You asked for this!" Leon replied with a cold look, and a glimmer of malice flashed through his eyes.

He was already seething in rage over being wrongfully accused like this, and now that Arthur threatened to kill him, there was no

way he could sit by and allow such disrespect!

He reached into his pocket, getting ready to draw out the final Potential Energy Force!

All of a sudden, things changed!

"Wait!" Roanne could no longer wait, seeing that Arthur was about to kill Leon!

She stepped forward, placing herself in between Arthur and Leon with her arms extended beside her.

"What are you doing, Roanne? Get away from here!" Arthur was utterly stunned by this. Out of fear that he would hurt Roanne by

accident, he had no choice but to recall his attack and halt in his footsteps.

Likewise, Leon froze in the middle of drawing out the Potential Energy Force.

"Grand-uncle, please listen to me! I'm the one who knows the most about Leon and Yonas's fight! Leon was right; he did not hurt

Yonas to the point of impending death at all, and Yonas was fine when he left here! I'm certain that Leon was not the one who

killed Yonas, and we need to think twice about this," Roanne pleaded. She never once suspected that Leon would be the culprit

behind Yonas's death, and now, after seeing how hard Leon denied everything, she became even more certain that Leon was

innocent!

"That's nonsense! The truth is as clear as day, and who else could be the murderer, if not Leon?" August snarled.

"August is right! Roanne, Yonas is your cousin, after all, so how could you protect his murderer? You should get away from this

right now, and don’t try to stop me from avenging Yonas's death," Arthur replied coldly.

"I won't! There are a lot of loopholes in this story, Granduncle. If you and Uncle August insist on making Leon take the blame, this

will serve nothing but let the true killer get away! Please think twice about this!" Roanne continued pleading.

"You!" August and Arthur were beside themselves with rage when they saw how desperately Roanne was begging on Leon's

behalf.
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